Abstract Reading involves a process of matching an orthographic input with stored representations in lexical memory. The masked priming paradigm has become a standard tool for investigating this process. Use of existing results from this paradigm can be limited by the precision of the data and the need for cross-experiment comparisons that lack normal experimental controls. Here, we present a single, large, high-precision, multicondition experiment to address these problems. Over 1,000 participants from 14 sites responded to 840 trials involving 28 different types of orthographically related primes (e.g., castfe-CASTLE) in a lexical decision task, as well as completing measures of spelling and vocabulary. The data were indeed highly sensitive to differences between conditions: After correction for multiple comparisons, prime type condition differences of 2.90 ms and above reached significance at the 5% level. This article presents the method of data collection and preliminary findings from these data, which included replications of the most widely agreed-upon differences between prime types, further evidence for systematic individual differences in susceptibility to priming, and new evidence regarding lexical properties associated with a target word's susceptibility to priming. These analyses will form a basis for the use of these data in quantitative model fitting and evaluation and for future exploration of these data that will inform and motivate new experiments.
Introduction
The everyday activity of reading involves correctly selecting from one's vocabulary the viewed word from among a variety of candidate words with some or many of the same features.
How the relevant candidates are evaluated in terms of matches and mismatches in the identity and ordering of letters is a major current concern in visual word recognition research. This concern is reflected in explicit computational models (e.g., Adelman, 2011; Davis, 2010; Norris & Kinoshita, 2012) , as well as a wealth of experimental research, much of it using the masked form priming paradigm developed by Forster and Davis (1984) (Forster, Davis, Schoknect, & Carter, 1987) . In these experiments (e.g., Davis & Bowers, 2006; Davis & Lupker, 2006; Grainger, Granier, Farioli, Van Assche, & van Heuven, 2006; Perea & Lupker, 2003) , the presentation of a target stimulus for a lexical decision is preceded by a brief presentation of a potentially related (nonword) prime stimulus. From the extent to which responses to a word target are faster following a related nonword prime than following an unrelated prime, researchers make inferences regarding similarity between the processing evoked by the related prime and the processing evoked by a veridical presentation of the target.
Many of these experiments have provided indications of important qualitative differences among different types of primes, allowing researchers to distinguish among classes of models. However, as models have become more sophisticated in light of these data, evaluating them by a short list of qualitative criteria alone has become problematic. More than one model may produce the correct qualitative pattern, and modelers have begun to use more quantitative criteria, such as the correlation between the observed priming and priming predicted by a given model (e.g., Adelman, 2011; Davis, 2010) . However, calculating such correlations on the basis of the combination of priming effects from several different experiments has key drawbacks.
First, combining data across experiments lacks the kinds of experimental controls we would normally expect in our studies. We would ordinarily aim to ensure that our estimates of priming of different kinds come from the same population of participants and, ideally, from a within-subjects experiment. Moreover, we would ordinarily use the same targets for each type of priming of interest, in order to avoid contamination by moderating properties of the target words. Furthermore, we would not use different equipment, font sizes, and so forth in investigating different types of priming.
Second, the size of many of the priming effects has not been estimated with great precision, when this was not needed for the comparison of interest in the original study. Typically, a priming effect (or difference between two priming effects) does not reach significance if it is not at least 10 ms (even ignoring the issue of multiple comparisons), implying a 95% confidence interval on the size of the effect with a range of 20 ms or so. Given that the range of priming effects obtained in lexical decision with nonword primes and word targetsthe usual paradigm of interest-is only around 50 ms, this level of precision can often be insufficient for the purposes of assessing quantitative model predictions. Contemporary models, such as letters in time and retinotopic space (LTRS; Adelman, 2011) , the spatial coding model (SCM; Davis, 2010) , and the Bayesian reader (Norris & Kinoshita, 2010) , readily make predictions of differences between conditions of less than 10 ms, and this is of particular interest, for instance, in the use of derangements (permutations of stimulus order that leave no letter in its original position; see, e.g., Guerrera & Forster, 2008; Lupker & Davis, 2009) , where nonsignificant results of this magnitude have been observed. Moreover, these models can make predictions that are quite similar to one another; in Adelman's comparison of the LTRS and SCM models, the average absolute discrepancy in predicted priming between the two models was 8 ms.
Third, the estimates of the size of the priming effects are biased upward by the processes involved in selecting experiments for publication. An experiment that has no significant effects is highly unlikely to be published, so an experiment in which the noise in the data from the control condition happens to make it unusually slow is more likely to be published than one where it is unusually fast, which is likely to reach the file drawer. Thus, published priming effects will be, on average, larger than the true effects.
Fourth, relatively few of the effects shown in these studies have been subject to published replication, which is a concern with a false positive rate of 1 in 20, regardless of other concerns (see, for instance, the special issue edited by Pashler and Wagenmakers, 2012) .
Some elements of the mega-study approach (e.g., Balota et al., 2007 ; for a review, see Balota, Yap, Hutchison, & Cortese, 2012) can appropriately deal with these concerns. First, as a single large study with within-subjects manipulations, a mega-study creates no systematic relationship between lexical predictor variables and properties of the participants. Second, with more participants and stimuli, a megastudy offers greater precision of estimates of any effects (provided that the increase in quantity of data is sufficient to countermand other sources of variability that might be introduced, such as site differences). Third, with no particular comparison reaching significance being needed for the study to be of interest, mega-studies do not get stuck in the file drawer. Fourth, mega-studies offer (conceptual) replications that might not otherwise occur for many effects. However, due to the nature of priming manipulations-the presence of two stimuli on a trial, the need for a baseline condition, and the fact that most pairs of words are unrelated or weakly related-a priming mega-study requires a more controlled approach than do other paradigms where an exhaustive selection (of a subset of items with some property) would be possible and a random selection from among these items would be useful; that is, the various related and unrelated conditions in a priming study must be selected a priori (for this approach to semantic/ associative priming, see Hutchison, Balota, Cortese, & Watson, 2007; Hutchison et al. 2014 ).
The present study With these points in mind, the present study was designed to produce a large masked priming data set that could serve as the basis for a wide range of analyses that would be useful in assessing models. To do so, researchers from 14 different universities collected data using 28 prime types with 420 word targets (and 420 nonword foils). This approach differs from most mega-studies in two major respects: The initial focus of the study is the different conditions designed into the experiment, rather than lexical properties of words sampled across their natural distribution, and the comparisons of these conditions are controlled by counterbalancing rather than by covarying out potential confounders. In these respects, this study is more like a version of an ordinary experiment that is enlarged in terms of words and participants than like other mega-studies.
Prime conditions
Our choices of prime conditions reflect several theoretical and empirical motivations. Our goal was to produce a general database of different types of potentially theoretically relevant primes, rather than to produce yet another experiment that purported to decide between two contemporary theories. We adopted a large range of conditions that models should account for, because (1) doing so will extend the utility of the data set to future, not just contemporary, models of orthographic processing in word recognition; (2) on the sheer balance of probabilities, some of the past experimental comparisons almost certainly produced a wrong result (of type I or type II type); and (3) having a large number of conditions is the most constraining approach when models depend on numerical parameters in a complex way. Conditions where all contemporary models agree on the direction of the qualitative effects are still important to include in a data set of this nature, because they avoid the possibility that modelers will be able to invoke variations in these numerical parameters across different experiments to accommodate patterns that would otherwise be incompatible in their models (see Adelman & Brown, 2008a , for further discussion). There are several sets of conditions for which models like LTRS can predict several different orderings, depending on the parameters controlling different processing speeds. However, not all of the orderings that LTRS can predict will come about if these speed parameters have to take values that work on the uncontroversial effects. Moreover, since yet unexplored interactions between noncontroversial effects and lexical properties of the targets of priming might be informative, opening up the possibility of such exploratory analysis is one of the major motivations for the collection of mega-study data.
One important issue was to select prime conditions having variants that differed in position-initial, medial or final-in order to address claims regarding the relative importance of exterior and interior letters, arising primarily from other paradigms (e.g., Humphreys, Evett, & Quinlan, 1990) .
We also considered it important to include primes created by various amounts of insertion (e.g., pragkise-PRAISE) and deletion (e.g., prse-PRAISE; also known as superset and subset primes, respectively; see, e.g., Grainger et al., 2006; . These conditions provide evidence regarding the relative importance of different positions, the flexibility of positional representation, and the balance of positive and negative evidence in lexical matching.
We further considered it important to include transposition (e.g., priase-PRAISE) and substitution (e.g., prnvce-PRAISE) primes involving various positions. The evidence that transpositions produce more priming than do corresponding substitutions (e.g., Perea & Lupker, 2003) suggests that letter identity and position are encoded separately (i.e., slotbased coding of letter position [e.g., McClelland & Rumelhart, 1981] is inconsistent with the data) and is a key motivation for the recent development of new models of letter identification and lexical matching. We also included neighbor-once-removed primes (e.g., prihse-PRAISE) that combine transposition with substitution of a transposed letter. Evidence that this condition produces less priming than the substitution alone (Davis & Bowers, 2006) is inconsistent with coding schemes that base matching on open bigrams (i.e., representations of letter pair orders where letter pairs need not be adjacent) alone (e.g., Grainger & van Heuven, 2003) .
We also considered more extreme transposition primes (involving many changes in letter order-e.g., rpiaes-PRAISE), because the absence of significant priming in such conditions (e.g., Guerrera & Forster, 2008; Lupker & Davis, 2009 ) has been taken as informative regarding forms of inhibition that might operate in addition to the facilitation from the overlap between prime and target.
Our two unrelated conditions-a wordlike pseudoword condition and a more arbitrary letter string condition-represent two strategies for selecting baselines from which to calculate priming effects. In contrast to these lower limits, the identity condition represents a presumed upper limit on the amount of priming within the paradigm.
Individual differences
With the large array of words in this study, there is considerable variability in their lexical properties, and these properties could operate as moderators of the priming effects. Those moderators would be open to analysis by regression of this study's data. Such use is a further motivation for this kind of study. The details of such moderating effects can act as additional constraints on models of the relevant processes. Furthermore, we took the opportunity to collect brief measures of individual differences in spelling and vocabulary-which are moderators of priming effects (Andrews & Hersch, 2010; Andrews & Lo, 2012) -to extend the possibilities for additional uses of the data set.
Method
Participants were recruited at 14 different university sites for course credit or monetary compensation in multiples of 28, according to the counterbalancing scheme described below. Problems with timing responses with the equipment at the University of Nebraska, Omaha, led to those participants being excluded from further analysis. Participants whose accuracy at primed lexical decision was below 75% were replaced.
1 Table 1 summarizes the number of participants, including the number excluded for errors or as excess to counterbalancing, and the form of compensation at each site. Since our goal was to produce as precise an estimate of each priming effect as possible, each site was asked to provide as many participants as possible within a fixed time window.
Design
Lexical decision times were measured in response to words primed with 28 types of primes, detailed in Table 2 . Prime type was varied within subjects, with participants within each site spread evenly over 28 counterbalancing lists. All lists contained all targets, and targets were paired with a different prime type in each list, with the constraint that each list contained an equal number (15) of each prime type.
Apparatus and software
Visual presentation apparatus varied with site, as detailed in Table 1 , but all sites used a 60-Hz refresh rate setting. Moreover, an estimate of the typical viewing distance (since no chinrest or other control on head position was used) was used to modify the scripts for the DMDX stimulus presentation software (Forster & Forster, 2003) to adjust the size of the stimuli so that the width of each character in a target was approximately 1°of visual angle.
Some sites used button boxes for responses to twoalternative choice tasks; the remainder used keyboard presses (left and right shift-keys). Although keyboards are not particularly precise devices for measuring individual response times (RTs), Ulrich and Giray (1989) showed that such problems can only have their influence by increasing variance, reducing power, which can be counteracted by increasing sample size, and Damian (2010) showed that the additional variance introduced by keyboards is negligible, relative to human variability for numbers of trials orders of magnitude fewer than in the present mega-study. All sites used numerical keyboard presses as responses for the vocabulary task with four alternatives. The monitor and button box or keyboard used are listed in Table 1 .
These were the only differences in the manner in which the experiment was presented at the various sites.
Stimuli
Four hundred twenty word stimuli, all six letters long, were selected to be targets in the primed lexical decision task, and for each of these, 27 nonwords were chosen to be primes, 1 for each of the nonidentity prime types detailed in Table 2 (where lexicality was determined by reference to CELEX; Baayen, Piepenbrock, & Gulikers, 1995) . All word targets had a frequency above zero in CELEX, HAL (Burgess, 1998) , and SUBTLEX (Brysbaert & New, 2009 ) and had lexical decision accuracy of at least 80% in the English Lexicon Project . No target was listed in CELEX as having a derived or inflected morphemic structure. One hundred twenty targets had at least one higher frequency orthographic neighbor. Other details of frequency and the orthographic and phonological characteristics of the word targets are given in Table 3 .
No target contained the same letter twice, nor did any prime other than the repeated-insertion (123DD456) prime. Some prime type conditions could be created in more than one way (e.g., since we used six-letter targets, a single medial substitution could occur in four positions), as indicated in the table; across targets, these subconditions were used equally often. Inserted or substituted letters were chosen at random without replacement from those not in the target.
Two of the prime types were designed to be orthographically unrelated baselines. The arbitrary baseline was composed of six letters not in the target, pseudorandomly chosen without replacement, with the constraint that the prime be a nonword. The pseudoword primes were created to be wordlike (and likely pronounceable) in the same way as the nonword foils, which we will now describe.
Four hundred twenty nonword foils were constructed using an algorithm that pseudorandomly replaced two letters of a real word in such a way that the resulting string contained no repeated letters and each of its trigram frequencies exceeded a minimum value of one per million (based on the CELEX database). The real-word inputs to this algorithm were the 420 word targets. In this way, it was ensured that the nonword foils were well-formed English stimuli with orthographic structures that closely matched those of the word targets. The selection was constrained such that none of the primes for the nonwords (constructed analogously to the primes for the words) was a word; this constraint-and the prohibition on repeated letters-necessitated a custom program. Orthographic characteristics of the nonword foils are given in Table 3 .
To assess spelling ability, a set of items based on inconsistent and unusual sound-spelling correspondences was used, consisting of 42 words (e.g., ELEMENTARY) and 40 nonwords that were words modified to contain typical spelling errors (e.g., REFRENCES, BENAFIT, TOUNGE), based on a list from Burt and Tate (2002) .
The Shipley (1940) vocabulary test has 40 target words of increasing difficulty (from TALK to PRISTINE), each associated with one correct synonym and three foils.
Procedure
Participants first completed the primed lexical decision task. On each trial, a 300-ms initial presentation of a central fixation cross (+) was followed by a 200-ms blank display, after which a hash (##########) mask was presented for 500 ms. Then the prime was displayed in lowercase at five-eighths size for 50 ms, before the target appeared in uppercase until either the participants responded with a left or right response for a nonword or word, respectively, or 2,000 ms had elapsed. If an incorrect response was given or 2,000 ms elapsed without a response, corrective feedback was given. Instructions preceding this task described the sequence of events, omitting mention of the prime, and indicated the timed nature of the task, while indicating that accuracy should not be unduly sacrificed.
The procedure was similar for the spelling items that followed in a new block; -that is, the task was lexical decision-but without the prime and 2,000-ms cutoff. Participants were given new instructions, that these items were chosen to be difficult to spell, and accuracy was emphasized.
Finally, a computerized version of the vocabulary portion of the Shipley (1940) test was administered, displaying the target above four numbered potential synonyms in turn for each of the 40 items, for a numerical key response.
Results
All the trial-by-trial data, including those for participants excluded from analysis here, are available for download from https://files.warwick.ac.uk/jadelman2/browse#FPP. The data are available as text files or an Excel spreadsheet, including details of the excluded trials and the calculation of the condition means.
Overall priming results
Trials with associated RTs of more than 1,500 or less than 150 ms (0.77% and 0.06% of correct trials, respectively, as illustrated in Fig. 1 ) were discarded-comparably with prior studies-for the purposes of the following presentation of the data (again, "excluded" trials are included in the full database available to the database user). Fig. 1 Histogram of all correct response times within the 2-s timeout correct RTs to words for each of the 28 prime types and the resultant priming estimates against each unrelated baseline. Although the size of the data set (and design matrix for the analysis) is prohibitive for ANOVA or other linear model analysis using most modern computational software, 2 we were able to use direct computation of the sums of squares (literally adding up the squares of residuals for particular models, with model fitting based on marginal means, which is not how modern software typically computes the values to appear in an ANOVA table) in combination with Clark's (1973) pseudo-F calculations to produce a reasonable estimate of the mean-squared error (Clark's Equation 14) in the estimation of the comparisons between conditions, taking into account random effects associated with both subjects and items. Applying Tukey's HSD procedure to adjust for multiple comparisons with this estimate of the mean-squared error implies that differences between conditions of 2.90 ms at the 5% level, 3.24 ms at the 1% level, 3.37 ms at the 0.5% level, and 3.66 ms at the 0.1% level are significant.
Comparisons of priming by site Figure 2 illustrates the quality of agreement between the priming estimates for each testing site. Even the sites with fewer participants correlate very highly with the average of all sites, although (as one would expect) not so well with each other. However, this fact does not rule out differences in the magnitude of priming (e.g., a site with half the priming effect would show a perfect correlation), which are suggested by the varying slopes of the regression lines.
3 Nevertheless, the agreement between sites is notably good, considering the variation in equipment used at different sites. We also specifically compared the RTs from each priming condition collected with LCD monitors against those collected with CRT monitors. Although RTs from the LCD sites were 41.47 ms longer than those from the CRT sites, paired t(27) = 68.96, the correlations of RTs from each priming condition across the two monitor types was r(28) = .965, and the correlation of priming effects relative to the arbitrary baseline was r(27) = .960.
Spelling, vocabulary, and site differences The mean spelling score was 77.7% (SD = 8.8%). The mean vocabulary score was 74.3% (SD = 9.7%). Spelling and vocabulary were well correlated across participants, r(924) = .422, p < 10 -15 . The mean for each site in spelling, vocabulary, baseline RT, and three major priming effects is given in Table 5 . Substantial variability is shown in the estimates of priming at this level, despite the good correlations among sites.
Correlations of the spelling and vocabulary variables with each of the condition mean RTs and the priming effects are presented in Table 6 , as are correlations of the sum and difference of the spelling and vocabulary scores and their zscores 4 with RTs and priming effects. There is a clear (expected) pattern such that responses are faster for those with 2 The forms of analysis that could not be performed due to the computational memory requirements are those whose computation includes the calculation of the pseudoinverse of the design matrix. In modern software, such as SPSS, SAS, and R, this is routinely used as part of the fitting of linear models, including mixed effects models. 4 With two positively correlated variables, the standard (equal-variance) principal components analysis gives the sum and difference of the zscores, divided by ffiffi ffi 2 p , so for the purposes of correlation these are equivalent. Fig. 2 Comparison of priming effects at the different sites using condition mean correct response times at each site. Above/right of diagonal: Correlation coefficient between condition means at each pair of sites and (weighted) average of sites. Below/left of diagonal: Scatterplot of these condition means with Deming regression; this technique differs from ordinary linear regression in that it allows for noise in the x-observations of known size, relative to the y-observations (rather than assuming that there is no noise in the x-observations). Here, this ratio was set to that implied if differences were caused only by sample size better spelling and vocabulary (e.g., Yap, Balota, Sibley, & Ratcliff, 2012) . Furthermore, those with better spelling and vocabulary showed less priming. Turning to the difference between spelling and vocabulary, spelling had a stronger relationship with overall RTs. As a consequence, the difference scores (SpellMinusVocab) also correlated negatively with RTs. On priming, however, if anything, the effect was in the reverse direction. In the final column of Table 6 , there are 20 out of 27 (sign test: p =.019) positive correlations between ZSpellMinusZVocab and priming; these results indicate greater priming for those participants whose spelling was relatively better than their vocabulary. However, this pattern was weak, and none of the correlations was significant in its own right.
Item-level analysis of targets
We examined whether targets with particular lexical properties were particularly susceptible to or immune from priming by correlating lexical properties of the word targets with the priming as measured by subtracting the mean of all the related conditions from the mean of the two control conditions. We calculated the split-half reliability of this measure with 100 splits of the participants (with one "half" having 17 participants from each counterbalancing, and the other 16); the average was .116. In addition to log. word frequency taken from CELEX (Baayen et al., 1995) , the following lexical properties were taken from the English Lexicon Project : log. HAL frequency, log. SUBTLEX frequency, log. SUBTLEX contextual diversity, mean bigram frequency, number of homophones, number of syllables, number of phonemes, orthographic neighborhood size, phonological neighborhood size, phonographic neighborhood size, and the Levenshtein-based neighborhood variables proposed by Yarkoni, Balota, and Yap (2008) , as detailed in Table 7 . The Levenshtein variables are calculated as the average orthographic or phonological Levenshtein distance of the 20 nearest words of a given target word; these are known as OLD20 (orthographic Levenshtein distance 20) and PLD20 (phonological Levenshtein distance 20). The zero-order correlations in that table show that PLD20 had the numerically strongest relationship with priming. All variables except homophony had at least a marginal relationship between all these variables and priming. The correlations among the various predictors of priming indicate that the influences of these variables on priming might not be unique.
We addressed the uniqueness of the effects of each of these variables in 16 multiple regression analyses that combined each of the four frequency (or contextual diversity) counts with each of four strategies for including neighborhood variables: first, including them all; second, including all three (N) measures based on one-letter and one-phoneme different neighbors; third, including only the orthographic and phonological neighborhood size, excluding the phonographic neighborhood variable; and fourth, using only the Levenshteinbased OLD20 and PLD20 measures. These analyses are summarized in Table 8 .
In analyses where PLD20 was included, it was a significant predictor of priming and was the only neighborhood variable that predicted priming (at the 5% level). When PLD20 was excluded, orthographic N did usually predict priming. The only other variables to reach significance were those based on the subtitle-based corpus. Log. subtitle frequency predicted priming in all analyses in which it appeared, whereas log. subtitle contextual diversity was significant only when PLD20 was absent from the regression.
Discussion
We have presented the first large single-experiment database of masked form priming data in order to address four main limitations of using ad hoc databases composed of several experiments. First, a lack of control exists when experiments are combined. Although here we used multiple sites with differing equipment, such differences were spread uniformly across conditions, rather than confounded with condition. Second, there has been a lack of precision (and power) in priming estimates from prior studies. In the present study, differences between conditions of around 3 ms could be considered significant, even with correction for (378) multiple comparisons. Examination of subsets of the data showed the preceding concerns to be valid: Although the data set as a whole had good reliability and sites correlated well with one another, there were still substantial differences in estimates of individual priming effects across different sites, especially for those with fewer participants. Third, publication bias might overestimate priming effects, and fourth, past studies had not been subject to replication. We now compare our results with those of some previous studies.
Exterior versus interior letters
Examination of conditions in which the difference between the prime and target was the substitution of a single letter provided surprising evidence for the importance of central letters. Medial substitutions (SN-M: desihn-DESIGN) produced less priming than did initial (SN-I: pesign-DESIGN) and final (SN-F: desigj-DESIGN) substitutions, with the two ends not differing from one another. This is consistent with the finding of Perea and Lupker (2003) that final, but not medial, double substitutions produce priming with five-letter words. However, this result contrasts with the finding of Schoonbaert and Grainger (2004) in French that double substitutions produced priming only when the substitution involved the last Table 6 Correlations between individual difference variables-spelling, vocabulary, their sum, and their difference-and condition response times and priming effects (against the arbitrary unrelated prime baseline) at the subject level Correlation with: RT (ms)
Priming ( Note. Critical values for correlations are ±.065 at 5%, ±.085 at 1%, ±.092 at 0.5%, and ±108 at 0.1%. Note. Critical values for correlations are ±.065 at 5%, ±.085 at 1%, ±.092 at 0.5%, and ±108 at 0.1%. two letters of seven-letter words (and no double substitution produced priming for five-letter words). It also contrasts with a variety of evidence from letter identification tasks showing the importance of exterior letters (in the form of higher accuracy of report; Estes, Allemeyer, & Reder, 1976) . The condition that preserved only exterior letters, disrupting the identity of all four interior letters (EL: dzbtkn-DESIGN) produced no priming. Transpositions produced a different pattern, with initial adjacent transpositions (TL12: edsign-DESIGN) producing less priming than did final adjacent transpositions (TL56: desing-DESIGN); medial adjacent transpositions (TL-M: desgin-DESIGN) differed from neither. Against unrelated controls, Perea and Lupker also found that final and medial transpositions did not differ. Schoonbaert and Grainger, in contrast, found more priming for medial transpositions of five-letter words than for exterior transpositions. However, Schoonbaert and Grainger found no such difference with seven-letter words. Insertions and deletions produced a pattern such that disruptions of the final character (DL-1F and IL-1F: desig-DESIGN and designl-DESIGN) produced more priming than did medial (DL-1M and IL-1M: dsign-DESIGN and desrign-DESIGN) and initial (IL-1I: mdesign-DESIGN) disruptions. Given that insertions and deletions affect both letter identity and position, it would be consistent to suggest that the Note. Critical values for correlations are ±080 at 10%, ±.096 at 5%, ±.125 at 1%, ±137 at 0.5%, and ±160 at 0.1%. CELEX = log. CELEX frequency (Baayen, Piepenbrock, & Gulikers, 1995) ; HAL = log. HAL frequency (Burgess, 1998) ; SUB-WF = log. subtitle frequency (Brysbaert & New, 2009) ; SUB-CD = log. subtitle contextual diversity (Adelman, Brown, & Quesada, 2006) ; Orth N = orthographic neighborhood size (Coltheart, Davelaar, Jonasson, & Besner, 1977) ; Phon N = phonological neighborhood size; PhGr N = phonographic neighborhood size (Adelman & Brown, 2007; Peereman & Content, 1997) ; BG Freq = mean bigram frequency; OLD20, PLD20 = orthographic/phonological Levenshtein distance, average of smallest 20 (Yarkoni, Balota, & Yap, 2008) ; Len Phon = length in phonemes; Len Syll = length in syllables; Homophones = total number of entries with same pronunciation.
pattern for these alterations is the combination of the patterns for the letter identity (substitution) and letter position (transposition) cases.
Insertions, deletions, and prime length
Putting aside the issue of position, even stimuli involving several deletions (SUB and DL-2M: des-DESIGN and degn-DESIGN) and insertions (IL-2M and IL-2MR: desaxign-DESIGN and deshhign-DESIGN) provided moderate priming relative to the unrelated baselines, and deletions (DL-1M: dsgin-DESIGN) were less disruptive than substitutions (SN-M: desihn-DESIGN). This is consistent with the patterns observed by Van Assche and and Norris, Kinoshita, and van Casteren (2010) , respectively, despite their different prime and target lengths. Nevertheless, it is unclear to what extent the length of the unrelated baseline contributes to these results, since the length of the unrelated baseline (six letters) was not the same as that of the deletion and insertion primes. Thus, it will prove difficult to unambiguously disentangle the roles of stimulus length and insertion and deletion with the present data alone. Further constraint on theoretical accounts of these effects would come from studies systematically manipulating prime and target length.
Transposition versus replacement
Transposition primes produced more priming than did equivalent substitution primes, consistent with earlier findings (TL-M vs. DSN-M: deisgn-DESIGN vs. dewvgn-DESIGN; see, e.g., Perea & Lupker, 2003; Schoonbaert & Grainger, 2004) . Indeed, a transposition involving a substituted letter (N1R: dslign-DESIGN) did not produce significantly less priming than did the substitution alone (SN-M: desihn-DESIGN), contrary to an earlier report with shorter (five-letter) stimuli (Davis & Bowers, 2006) .
Extreme transpositions
Several of the extreme transpositions (T-All, RH, IH, TH: edisng-DESIGN, sedngi-DESIGN, idgens-DESIGN, igndes-DESIGN) produced small but significant priming effects. Previous studies had reported null effects from these types of primes (e.g., Guerrera & Forster, 2008; Lupker & Davis, 2009) . The data are consistent with two possible (and not necessarily competing) explanations of the inconsistency. First, given the size of the effect, the previous null effects could arise from a lack of power. Second, the difference between studies could be due to the greater length of the stimuli in the earlier experiments, which means that the total amount of change from target to prime was greater in the prior studies (e.g., T-All was four transpositions in the prior studies but three transpositions in this one). Table 8 Regression coefficients in models predicting priming (average for all related prime types minus average for all control prime types) by target lexical properties Unrelated baselines
The present study also used two different forms of unrelated baselines that have been employed inconsistently in the literature, one made up of arbitrary unrelated letters (cbhaux-DESIGN), and the other designed to form a pronounceable pseudoword (voctal-DESIGN). The latter led to faster responses and, hence, lower priming estimates. Faster responses for pseudoword unrelated primes (and hence, lower estimates) are what would be expected if the prime directly contributes to the word-nonword decision, because the pseudowords are more wordlike and, therefore, more suggestive of a "word" response. As such, although this result is not necessarily surprising, 5 it does point to yet another concern when comparing or agglomerating different experiments.
Uses of the database
The kinds of comparisons of conditions discussed above are not the primary basis for use of this database for establishing empirical patterns-since these comparisons are already all listed in Table 4 -and, indeed, selecting subsets of the data to perform simple comparisons has not been how other megastudies have been used (see Balota et al., 2012 , for a review). Rather, mega-studies have been used to assess and compare models (e.g., Adelman & Brown, 2008b; Spieler & Balota, 1997) , to consider the role of individual differences , and to investigate new (continuous) predictors or measures (e.g., Adelman & Brown, 2007; Adelman, Brown, & Quesada, 2006; Yarkoni et al., 2008) . We discuss our preliminary findings along these lines below, and we envisage that many uses of these new data will be analogous to those with other mega-studies, with the expectation that predictors of interest will interact with type of prime.
Individual differences
The overall patterns of faster responses and less priming for those with better (written) language skills are consistent with the prior report of Andrews (2008) . While good spelling was more strongly related to faster responding than was good vocabulary, there was no evidence that good spelling was associated with less facilitatory priming over and above the effect of language competence in general, the pattern reported by Andrews and Lo (2012) .
Target differences
A moderator of whether a target could be primed by an orthographically similar prime that was identified in one of the earliest studies in the paradigm (Forster, Davis, Schoknecht, & Carter, 1987) is the neighborhood size of the target. Here, we found that of the neighborhood variables that predicted priming, the strongest, and the only one accounting for unique variance, was PLD20. This phonological measure stands in contrast to the orthographic neighborhood variables that are normally of interest in the context of this paradigm. One possible interpretation is that lexical decisions are made at the phonological level (e.g., Rastle & Brysbaert, 2006) , and so even orthographic priming is sensitive to phonological competition. Alternative interpretations could suggest that PLD20 is a better indicator of the truly relevant orthographic neighborhood because that orthographic neighborhood is sensitive to multiletter graphemes, rather than letters, or that the consonant-vowel pattern is important.
Whether the amount of priming obtained is sensitive to the frequency of the target has been a subject of some debate, with many experiments (e.g., Forster & Davis, 1984) finding no such effect but others, indeed, finding the effect when the manipulation is sufficiently large and the word stimuli are all familiar to participants (e.g., Kinoshita, 2006) . Here, only with one frequency count-albeit the one that is most predictive of lexical decision times (Brysbaert & New, 2009 )-did we reliably find an effect on priming such that higher frequency words were less susceptible to priming. Even if this means that the effect is a real one, it also means that it is quite a weak effect (possibly, in part, because of restricted range). Given that the effect of frequency is so weak and frequency and neighborhood variables are correlated, it would not be so surprising if there were some other yet-to-be-constructed neighborhood variable that would subsume the effect of both PLD20 and frequency.
Conclusion
The present database is the first of its kind for investigating orthographic (masked form) priming. It should serve as a benchmark data set in a variety of investigations surrounding orthographic processing. An important example is the analysis of differences in mean priming for different prime types and the implications for models. Other uses to which these data could be put include moderation by individual differences, moderation by properties of items, and sequential effects and variability.
